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FMS L2 Software

Reduce Costs. Improve Efficiency.

For Growth.

“Our greenlight on time has
soared above 90%. Amada’s
innovative technologies and
automated systems allow us to
maximize machine utilization
and attract new customers.”
EM ZRT Video

Exceed your
capabilities.
The Starrett® FMS incorporates new
performance-based capabilities and userfriendly features to help you perform critical
force tests with greater accuracy and efficiency.

— Scott Berkowitz, President
EVS Metal, Inc.
The EM 3612 ZRT
Turret Punch Press
features a 300-station
automatic tool changer
and a laser-etched ID
tool management system
to ensure maximum
flexibility. Equipped with
a 6-shelf automated
material handling/storage
system, the EM ZRT
achieves prolonged
lights-out production.

EVS Metal leverages new technologies and
automated systems to achieve unprecedented
levels of flexibility and productivity.
Incorporated in 1994 in a single 5,000 square foot location, EVS
Metal has quickly become one of the leading precision sheet metal
fabrication companies in the U.S. Today, the company’s multi-facility
operations in New Jersey, Texas, Pennsylvania and New Hampshire
comprise over 271,000 square feet of manufacturing space.
Joseph Amico, Vice President of EVS Metal, comments on the
company’s formula for success and their partnership with Amada.
“From the beginning, our strategy for consistent growth has been simple:
leverage technology, flexibility and skill in both fabrication and design, to
provide the highest quality products at competitive prices. We chose Amada
as our technology partner because of their leadership position.”
Scott Berkowitz, President of EVS Metal adds, “Amada’s innovative
machines do much more than ensure consistent quality. They maximize
our flexibility. For example, automated tool changes on the EM 3612 ZRT
occur during production. This gives us the flexibility to reduce what we charge
for run time, reduce our labor input and lead times and provides us with
unique capabilities to attract new customers.”
Joseph Amico reflects on the recent machine purchases, “By partnering
with Amada, EVS Metal stands ready to take on nearly any type of complex,
high-precision punching, bending and laser cutting project, from prototype to
production run, efficiently and cost-effectively.”

It can perform all of your basic force
measurement tests, as well as more complex
multi-stage tests to international standards.

The EG 6013 AR
Robotic Bending Cell
is the ideal high-speed
solution for small,
complex parts.

EG AR Video

FOM2 RI
Video

Amada’s punching, bending and laser technology ensures:

Who simplifies complex measurement?

• Maximum Productivity – The EM 3612 ZRT provides the optimal punching solution for variable-mixed and variable-lot production. Machine utilization is maximized
because this automated system makes it possible for EVS to process complex jobs over
a period of several days without operator intervention.
• Maximum Versatility – The EG 6013 AR is engineered for the unmanned production of any lot size or part mix. It provides EVS with the power and precision of a servo
electric press brake with an advanced bending robot.
• Maximum Efficiency – The FOM2 RI provides the ability to process round, square,
rectangle, C-channel, and angle iron, making it the most versatile Rotary Index laser
system available. On average, the cost for EVS to process highly-complex weldments
has been cut in half and processing time has been reduced from days to hours.

The FOM2 RI
3015 Rotary Index
Laser Cutting System
provides the ability to
switch from flat
sheet cutting to tube
or pipe cutting in
less than 2 minutes.

Amada America, Inc.

Watch the Video!

http://starrett.co/29TntPo

180 Amada Court
Schaumburg, IL 60173
www.amada.com/america

877-262-3287

www.starrett.com
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| EDITOR’S LETTER

THE NEXT GENERATION
MAY BE MAKERS
Maybe you’ve seen some of GE’s recent TV
commercials about the two-sided nature of
GE’s business: “digital” and “industrial.” In the
latest, a young woman with a socket wrench
talks about how she is building the future
(a jet engine, in this case) with her own two
hands. The campaign is directed at potential
employees. GE says that job applications
increased eightfold in the month after the first
ad in the series debuted.
You can see that the ad writers are playing a
delicate game with ambivalence about the
“industrial” part of the marriage. The young
woman asks her spouse if he’s threatened by
her hands-on work. “No,” he says, as he picks
up a little kitchen bone saw and announces
that he’s going to go chop some wood. “We
don’t have a fireplace,” she reminds him.
It’s a poignant issue for this editor because
this is my last editorial. A metalworking
editor for 40 years, I passed my “sell-by” date
a while back. I’ve often worried what the
future of our industry would look like when
I hung up my keyboard, and now I know:
It looks pretty bright. The thing that fuels
my optimism isn’t technology itself. Rather,
it’s what appear to be the early signs of a
renewed interest among young people in
doing things with their hands.

Partnership.

It first struck us a year ago when we talked
with the director of a college “makerspace.”
The kids who want to make things aren’t
just engineering students. They’re English
majors, and accounting majors, and
everything majors. These groups seem
to be tapping into a fundamental, innate
motivation to make something you can
hold and look at. Equipped with a few
machines – 3-D printers and waterjet cutters
are favorites – makerspaces are growing in
popularity, even in high schools.
The motivation may have skipped a couple
of generations, but things may be turning
around. The “Adopt-a-School” initiatives by
the Association for Manufacturing Excellence
and others are helping, no doubt.
The bottom line appears to be that there is
an inherent motivation in these kids to make
things, and that what we need to do now
is to give them an opportunity to see for
themselves what it’s really all about.
This is where you come in, and me, too. Talk
to the AME, FMA or SME. Our future needs us.
Maybe we’ll meet again, helping out at
a makerspace.
Ed Huntress
Editor
ehuntress@techgenmedia.com

“Amada’s technology,
expertise, and commitment
took our business to the
next level.”
— Jim Lauer, President
Weaver Precision Fabrication & Finishing

FLCA J Video

Keeping pace with the high-speed of the fiber laser, a 6-shelf ASLUL 300
material handling/storage tower ensures maximum
flexibility and continuous productivity.

Co-Owners: Marian and Jim Lauer, Weaver Precision Fabrication & Finishing

Integrated Solution: Fiber Laser Technology, Automated
Material Handling /Storage and Advanced Bending
Located in Akron, OH, Weaver Precision Fabrication & Finishing has been successfully competing in the metal fabrication industry for over 70 years. Since purchasing
the business in 1998, Co-Owners Jim and Marian Lauer, have instituted a lot of changes.
The most significant change: investing in advanced technology enhanced by automation
— in other words, partnering with Amada. Jim Lauer expressed it like this: “We needed
to get high quality parts out the door in a hurry. Our aging laser was working 24/7 and not
keeping up with the demands of our shop. We were limited... and we hate to be limited.
After carefully studying all of our options, we chose Amada.”
Amada’s solution includes an FLCAJ 3015 fiber laser, an ASLUL 300 automated
material handling/storage system and an HG 1303 (a 143-ton, down-acting, hybrid drive
press brake). The FLCAJ’s innovative, 3-axis linear drive system delivers unmatched
speed and accuracy. According to Lauer: “The ASLUL provides an integrated lights-out
solution for automated material handling/storage, allowing us to take full advantage of the
fiber laser’s speed and versatility.” Marian Lauer adds: “Amada’s leading-edge equipment
and customer-centered approach immediately put us at ease about making a switch.
Now, we can leverage the speed and unique capabilities of the fiber laser to better serve
our existing customers and quote work that previously was not a fit for us.”

Amada’s industry-leading technologies
and automated systems ensure:
• Expanded Capabilities (In addition to cutting mild steel
four to five times faster than their old CO2 laser, the FLCAJ
expands Weaver’s process range by quickly and precisely
cutting materials such as aluminum, copper and brass).
• Unmatched Precision (The HG 1003 is an ultra-high
precision and high-speed bending system. An advanced Dual
Servo Power drive system provides the ultimate in bending
control and accuracy for a full range of thin-to-thick materials).
• Maximum Flexibility (The ASLUL’s 6-shelf configuration allows Weaver
to quickly and easily switch between dissimilar materials and different gauges.
The HG’s large open height of 20.5" and stroke length of 9.8" ensures maximum
bending versatility).
Reflecting on the decision to partner with Amada, the Lauers add: “Amada did much
more than sell us equipment. They restructured our entire manufacturing process to ensure
maximum productivity. Prior to working with Amada, we had never encountered a machine
tool manufacturer that cares about their customers as much as we care about ours.”

A user-friendly, AMNC 3i touchscreen control and
offline programming, ensure speed and accuracy
for any level operator. The HG also analyzes and
adjusts part angles automatically, eliminating test
pieces and scrap.

Amada America, Inc.
HG Video

180 Amada Court
Schaumburg, IL 60173
www.amada.com/america

877-262-3287
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Is hot slag
impeding your laser
cutting operations?

Low profile, air-operated
Transporter Conveying
System eliminates laser
cutting part and scrap
removal downtime
What's the point in purchasing expensive
laser cutting machinery if maintenance men
have to free up slag binding discharge
chains and replace bearings?
When discharge systems become
welded shut as hot slag binds and jams
ordinary chain conveyors, these are
reasons why laser cutters sit idle —
and competitive fabrication cost-margins
grow wider.
That's why owners of laser cutters
are replacing their steel discharge chain
systems with Vibro Transporters and a
stainless steel tray for hot slag and
scrap removal.
The Vibro 100% air-operated
Transporter Conveying System eliminates
the downtime associated with conventional
chain conveyors. Its low profile allows the
Transporter to fit in the tightest, most hardto-reach places beneath machine tools.
Other benefits include:
■ 100% Air-Operated
- No Mechanical
Springs
■ Low Air
Consumption
■ Variable Speed
Operation
■ Two-Year Warranty
■ 100% American
Made
■ Available from Stock
Register online or call us today to
receive your product line kit, application
video, engineering support, or to locate the
sales representative nearest you.

Engineered First to Last

717.527.2094
www.vibroindustries.com
Global Distribution:
FOSMO MASKIN A.S., Norway
UPTON & SULLIVAN CO., LTD., Canada
MTI Monterrey, Mexico

MADE IN

USA

FILLER
Tips for successfully welding 4130
heat-treatable low-alloy steel
|| by Blaine Guy, welding engineer/CWI,
welding engineering and applications, Hobart ||

A

s one of the most common
of the heat-treatable lowalloy steels, 4130 steel
can be found in a number
of industries and applications. It is
also among the most likely to cause
confusion when it comes to welding.
Its high hardenability is the key
to 4130 steel responding to heat
treatment. The material’s varying
mechanical properties, however, can
make it challenging to select a filler
metal for welding that matches its
strength in a given condition.
For that reason, there are many
different ways to weld 4130 steel,
depending on the application and
the desired outcome. Fabricating thin
wall tubing for a race car frame with
4130 steel, for example, has different
requirements than using the material
to fabricate heavy-duty, multi-inch
valves for petrochemical applications.

This article provides some best
practices for selecting the proper
filler metal for welding 4130 heattreatable low-alloy steel, along with
recommendations for pre- and
post-weld heating.

Welding 4130
The 4130 steel alloy relies on
the addition of carbon as well as
molybdenum and chromium as
agents that increase hardenability –
the ability to increase hardness and
strength through heat treatment. The
strength of the material can change
greatly depending on its condition:
annealed, normalized, or quenched
and tempered. For instance, the
approximate tensile strength for
annealed 4130 steel is 90 ksi while
the material tensile strength in a
normalized condition is around 100
ksi; quenched and tempered 4130
steel is stronger, offering tensile
strength up to 200 ksi.

Because of its high
hardenability, 4130 steel
responds well to heat
treatment, but it can also vary
in mechanical properties,
making it challenging to select
a filler metal that matches its
strength in a given condition.

In addition, several types of filler
metals can be used to successfully
weld 4130 steel. While welding
operators may assume they need
September 2016
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a filler metal that matches or
overmatches the mechanical
properties, that is not always
the case. 						
Consider these three options for
selecting the appropriate filler
metal based on the condition of
the 4130 steel and the demands of
the application.
Strength undermatch: When
a part design or the application
requirements do not require the
weld deposit to match the strength
of the 4130 steel, it is possible to
use a lower strength filler metal,
such as mild steel wire or stick
electrode offering a tensile strength
of approximately 70 ksi. Mild steel
filler metals offer the advantage of
additional crack resistance due to
their ductility, but the resulting weld
will not be as strong as the base
material. As long as the part design
allows for this undermatch, that
lower strength weld should not pose
problems. See Figure 1 for mild steel
filler metals often used for strength
undermatch when welding 4130 steel.

Matching annealed strength: If
the 4130 steel is in the annealed
condition (the recommended
condition for welding to avoid
cracking) and will not be post-weld
heat treated to increase material
strength, using a filler metal with
comparable strength properties is
common and acceptable. For an
approximate match to annealed
strength 4130 steel, low-alloy filler
metals offering 80 ksi to 90 ksi tensile
strength are appropriate. These filler
metals provide the advantage of a
strength match in the weld deposit
without the crack sensitivity of a
chemistry match. See Figure 2 for
filler metals that can be used for
this option.
Chemistry match: For 4130 steel
that will be post-weld quenched
and tempered or hardened, it is
necessary to have a filler metal (and
resulting weld deposit) that responds
to the treatment in the same way the
material does. In other words, match
the 4130 steel with a 4130 filler metal
providing the same strength
and chemistry.

Preheat, slow cooling and stress relief are
all precautions that can – individually or
combined – reduce the risk of cracking
when welding 4130 steel.

Figure 1. Recommendations for mild steel filler metals for strength undermatch when
welding 4130 steel per American Welding Society classifications.

Figure 2. Recommendations for filler metals for matching annealed strength in the weld
deposit per American Welding Society classifications.

Figure 3. Preheat recommendations to slow the cooling rate and minimize the
development of crack-susceptible microstructures within a weld.
September 2016
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Debunking chrome-moly myths
A brief history: 4130 steel was developed
in the 1920s as a better replacement for
the 1025 plain-carbon steel tubing that
aircraft builders were beginning to use for
frames. The 4130 steel was about twice as
strong as 1025, it was easy to weld and it
had good elongation and ductility for such
a strong steel. It was a natural for aircraft
space frames, which were just coming into
vogue, replacing wood.
The same virtues make it a top choice
for bicycle frames, motorcycles and race
cars. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s,
it was the material of choice for race car
builders. Fabric-covered light planes had
4130 frames into the late 1960s. Today,
one-off specials made with space frames
and custom bicycles are usually made with
4130 tube. In sheets and plates, it found a
variety of uses where strength and ductility
are required.
It’s from the amateurs that 4130 acquired
its myths. Myth No. 1: First, they said, you
can’t braze it because brazing opens up the
“grain” and weakens it. It’s not so. Myth No.
2: You can’t MIG weld it because of the cold
starts resulting with MIG and their severe
weak spots. The fact is, many kit airplanes
have MIG-welded 4130 frames, and they
don’t break. Myth No. 3: Oxyacetylene is
the preferred welding method because the
heat-affected zone is too abrupt with TIG

FAB Shop’s scientific testing apparatus,
a big freaking hammer, was applied to
this TIG butt-weld in 0.065-in.-wall (16
ga.) 4130. The filler metal is 4130. After
strenuous application of the testing
instrument, we almost gave up trying
to get it to crack. Finally, after folding
it over 180 deg. and pounding on it
some more, we produced a barely
noticeable crack in the extreme edge.
Fears of failure in 4130 welds are
overblown – at least, if you’re going to
hammer your weld.

(although it’s less abrupt than with MIG). It
will crack, they say. The fact is, TIG is used
in the large majority of ground vehicle
and air frames, with no problems. Myth
No. 4: You have to “stress relieve” welded
joints with an oxyfuel torch or rosebud.
As the article explains, that’s only true in
thicker sections. Most welding of 4130 is
performed on thin-walled tubes, and they
don’t require stress relieving.
The origins of these myths are not easy
to track down, but they stem from one
important characteristic of the material:
it’s slow quenching. In thin-walled tubes,
under 0.65 in. or so, it’s right on the verge
of being air hardened. That produces
some complex heat-affected zones. Next
to the weld, the parent metal can actually
harden. At a further distance away, it’s
annealed, to varying degrees.
This does produce stresses. Again, though,
4130 is a moderately ductile and forgiving
material. If you’re welding life-dependent
joints on a vehicle, of course you should
run tests to be sure they’re safe. But for
most uses, follow what the major welding
equipment suppliers tell you. It’s not
difficult and it’s not mysterious. It just
carries a lot of mythological baggage.

|| by Ed Huntress, editor ||

It is important to note, however,
that there are high carbon levels in
4130 steel (which is what makes it
heat treatable); as a result, it is more
sensitive to cracking. Therefore, if
the application does not require
post-weld heat treatment, there is
no advantage to using a chemistry
match with 4130 filler metal.
Other filler metal options can be
used to weld 4130 steel, such as
a 309 austenitic stainless steel
product. This type of filler metal
offers good strength, is good for
joining dissimilar materials and
provides additional crack resistance.
Be aware, this filler metal typically is
also more expensive, and many jobs
can be successfully completed with
less costly, more readily available
filler metals.

Additional tips
Preheat, slow cooling and stress
relief are all precautions that can –
individually or combined – reduce
the risk of cracking when welding
4130 steel.
September 2016
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ALWAYS
THE RIGHT
TOOL AT THE
RIGHT SPOT
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• Slow cooling of welded parts can
be controlled with blankets, ovens
or other methods. This practice
offers the same advantages of
preheat – to reduce the chance
of unwanted microstructures
forming, which helps the part
resist hardening or cracking.

A SERIES ON PRESS
BRAKE PRODUCTIVITY

www.wilausa.com

—
The WILA patented Tooling Identification and
Positioning System (TIPS) continuously detects
and identifies tooling in the press brake as
well as in the storage system. With this detailed
information set-up failures and test bends can
be avoided. Moreover TIPS enables trouble free
automatic tool change in bending cells.
TIPS: Always the right tool at the right spot
for the right job.
—

IMPROVE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
www.wilausa.com/TIPS

• Preheat can be used to slow the
cooling rate and minimize the
development of crack-susceptible
microstructures within the weld.
The more heat that is in the base
material before welding begins,
the slower it will cool down. See
Figure 3 on page 9, for preheat
recommendations.

• Post-weld stress relief is another
method to help prevent cracking
and defects in the finished weld.
Thin materials, less than 1/8 in.,
typically do not require stress
relief because cracking is less
of a concern. Thicker materials
are commonly stress-relieved
at 1,100 to 1,250-degrees F for
approximately one hour per inch
of base material thickness.

As with the welding of any
material, knowing the basics
about filler metal selection
and material properties can
help make welding 4130 steel
a success.

Keys to success
As with the welding of any material,
knowing the basics about filler metal
selection and material properties
can help make welding 4130 steel
a success. The key is to know what
condition the material is in and what
requirements are necessary for the
finished weld.
In many cases, there are fewer, less
complicated considerations for the
application than initially thought. As
always, when questions arise about
the best approach to a welding
application, consult with a trusted
filler metal manufacturer or welding
distributor for assistance.
HOBART
September 2016
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SAWING 4.0
Manufacturers benefit from smart
sawing, smart saw design

Pat Mooney Sells
A Lot More Than Saws.
We Sell Four Generations Of Successful Partnerships.

Innovation Makes the Difference

Innovative Starrett
technologies.
Manufacturers, builders and craftsmen worldwide have depended upon saws
and precision tools from the L.S. Starrett Company to ensure the consistent
quality of their manufacturing processes.
The Starrett name on saw blades means exceptional quality, innovative products
and expert technical assistance. With strict quality control, state-of-the-art
equipment and an ongoing commitment to producing products with superior
quality, the Starrett line continue to be the most accurate, robust and durable
saws available.

Trusted partnerships

We have established trusted partnerships with all our Customers, Suppliers
and Distributors. Our satisfaction rate is one of the highest in the industry.

Four generations of quality and service

For four generations Pat Mooney has provided uncompromising product quality,
technical and part replacement service, and over all expertise in saw technology.

Expanded facilities

We have recently expanded, tripling our warehouse and technical support
facilities. We can better provide you the saws, service and solutions you require.
With Pat Mooney Saws you are not only getting the perfect cut, you are getting
the perfect partner and answers to your evolving needs.

starrett.com

Innovation Rules

Visit us at IMTS, booth # N 7429
PAT MOONEY SAWS
patmooneysaws.com | 800.323.7503 | email: sales@patmooneysaws.com

Sawing Productivity
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Plainsboro, N.J. 08536
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International and Pan-American
Copywrite Conventions. No
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system or transmitted in any
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electronic recording or
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732.995.6072 for permission.
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SAWING 4.0
How a bandsaw company’s Industry
4.0 solution delivers big data
by Jimmy Myers, senior editor

the machinery to a datacenter where
it is archived and finally to an interface
where it can be analyzed.

E

very technological sea change
seems to beckon a unique
moniker. Taking a page
from the various computer
operating systems, most of which are
followed by a number and a decimal
(think Apple’s latest OS X 10.11),
industry insiders are championing the
latest tech trend as “Industry 4.0.”
If the third industrial revolution
involved the switch to computers and
automated production, the fourth
then is taking that digital focus a step
further into constant connectivity.
Of course, this too has its own
catchphrase and acronym: the Internet
of Things (IoT). IoT pushes the concept
of the Internet from connectivity
based on web browsers to utilizing the
Internet for networking machinery,
allowing data to flow from sensors on

IoT is almost synonymous with “cyberphysical systems,” or CPS. IoT and
CPS share a basic architecture, the
foundation of which involves big
data that is gathered to gain insights.
Among the more promising perks of
Industry 4.0, therefore, is that the more
data gathered about how production
machines operate, the “smarter” the
system becomes.
For example, with IoT systems placed
on bandsaws, sensors monitor just
about every aspect of the saw’s
operation, from the down force
to RPMs to harmonics and motor
temperature. As the saw operator cuts
a particular material with a specific
blade, the data shows how many cuts
can be made before the blade fails. As
more and more manufacturers upload
their data to the cloud, operators can
simply punch in the information about
the material they’re cutting and blade
they’re using and get an estimate of
how many cuts they can expect before
the blade fails.

“Bandsawing tends to be the
least thought of part of the
manufacturing process. Yet it’s
the very start of the process, so
it really affects the downstream
productivity of your facility.”
Michael Finklea, director of sales and
marketing at Cosen Saws

September 2016
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CPS has been covered loosely in
science fiction. The more paranoid
among us might first think of the
Terminator movies where the
artificial intelligence system, Skynet,
becomes self-aware and triggers a
war of machines against humans. CPS
involves cybernetics and mechatronic
design for what is often referred to
as embedded systems, and there is
an aspect of the system becoming
“smarter” the more it is used. However,
as Michael Finklea, director of sales
and marketing with Cosen Saws,
puts it, Industry 4.0 is really about
data and math and has nothing to do
with science fiction-based doomsday
scenarios.

inventories. It has, therefore, become
critical to maximize the percentage
of up time and limit downtime.
Mechalogix allows operators to create
alerts in real time that can be sent to
any device connected to the Internet.
“What’s going on with the machine?
What’s it doing?” Finklea says operators
ask themselves these types of
questions on a regular basis. Today,
however, they have answers. They can
tap into their Mechalogix account to
see how the machinery is operating .

MECHALOGIX COMES ABOUT

“The data reveals how productive
your machine actually is,” he says. “If
your machine only operated for 10
hours out of the last 24 hours – why is
that? And the reasons for that can be
garnered from Mechalogix. It helps you
get the maximum productivity out of
each machine.”

In October 2015, Cosen introduced its
first Industry 4.0 offering – Mechalogix,
a system that relays data about
how a machine is operating. Finklea
explains that the driving force behind
Mechalogix is that many industries are
focusing on lean manufacturing, justin-time manufacturing and shrinking

Mechalogix is a cooperative venture
with the University of Cincinnati, Cosen
and the Taiwanese government. Jay
Lee, Ph.D., an expert in predictive
analysis, spearheads the research at
the University of Cincinnati’s Center for
Intelligent Maintenance Systems

“It’s about information that allows you
to be proactive,” Finklea says.

Mechalogix – Cosen Saws’ new system
that relays data about how a machine
is operating – is available on the
company’s mid-level bandsaw, the
G320. It also comes standard on the
company’s higher end bandsaws, such
as the CNC430 shown here.
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The G320 bandsaw is a good fit for smallto mid-sized companies that want to be
connected to “big data” and the latest
technology that provides the insights they
need for better productivity.

“The machine is running and you’re making
cuts – how long is that blade going to last?
In the past, it was a guess. Mechalogix
allows you to see physical data and know
what is actually going on.”
Michael Finklea, director of sales and
marketing at Cosen Saws

(IMS). The IMS center, according to its
website, is internationally known as
the front-runner in predictive analytics
and big data modeling for industrial
systems and life cycle performance.
Since they began researching and
developing Mechalogix, Finklea says
they’ve brought to life components
that weren’t yet invented –
miniaturized and refined sensors
– and introduced new options to
the solution, including the ability to
incorporate the data into enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems.
September 2016
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“Basically,” Finklea says, “this is a longterm study performed over two years.
We cut material on our machines at
the IMS center in Taiwan and here in
Charlotte, N.C., and they developed a
model that allows us to give blade life
predictions. The machine is running
and you’re making cuts – how long is
that blade going to last? In the past,
it was a guess. Mechalogix allows you
to see physical data and know what is
actually going on.”
Knowing when a blade is going to fail
is important, especially for operators
making cuts on large pieces of
material. If the blade fails mid-cut, it
could damage the material, which has
to be scrapped, and it could damage
the machine.
“Bandsawing tends to be the least
thought of part of the manufacturing
process,” Finklea says. “Yet it’s the very
start of the process, so it really affects
the downstream productivity of your
facility. All the other machines are
sitting there waiting because your guy
broke a blade and can’t make parts
quick enough. If you know what’s

going to happen with your blade, you
can be proactive and change a blade
and have minimal downtime.”

Watch Cosen Saws’ CNC430 Intelligent CNC Performance bandsaw as it cuts through
7.87-in. round 304 stainless steel stock at 20 sq. in. per min.

CYBER SECURITY
Mechalogix uses the cloud to archive
all the data coming from Cosen’s
bandsaws equipped with the
solution. That’s one of many benefits
to users – they can rely on the data
gathered by others to discover how
long their blades will last. Fortunately,
however, users don’t have to worry
about prying eyes for a couple of
reasons. First, the data captured,
which is used to allow the system to
become more “knowledgeable,” is not
identifiable by source. The second
security aspect to consider is that
the data is only numbers – not trade
secrets.
“The data that is coming from the
machines is going to your account,”
Finklea advises. “Once it goes to your
account, the only people that can see
it are you and those you give access
to. It’s just raw numbers, not sensitive
information about what you’re
building and how you’re building it.”

Regardless of these assurances, Finklea
says, “technology scares people,” which
means there will be pushback from
companies that are unaware of security
protocols in cloud-based solutions.
Bigger companies, Finklea notes, are
very much pro-big data. For smaller
companies, however, “you have to really
prove to them the importance of this
data and how it can help them.”

Finklea says they’re using servers with
the most advanced security available.
However, some companies, like those
working on military contracts, are
prohibited from connecting to the
outside at all and have to rely on
internal systems. Cosen hasn’t yet
completed a closed-loop, on-site
system, but they have clients that
require it, so it’s in the works.
September 2016
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Knowing when a blade is going to fail is
important, especially for operators making
cuts on large pieces of material. If the
blade fails mid-cut, it could damage the
material, which has to be scrapped, and it
could damage the machine.

INTRODUCING SMART SAWS
Mechalogix comes standard on Cosen’s
higher end bandsaws, such as the
CNC430 and the CNC530. However,
in an effort to reach out to smaller
production facilities and introduce
a little piece of Industry 4.0 to them,
Cosen is now offering Mechalogix on
its mid-level machine, the G320, which
when equipped with Mechalogix
becomes the G320 Smart Saw.
“The concept is to try to bring
it down to mid- and small-sized
manufacturing,” Finklea explains. “They
may not be thinking about big data
right now, but we want to familiarize
them with the concept. The G320 is still
a very affordable machine.”
Finklea says they’ve made hundreds
of thousands, if not a million, inches
of cuts to develop the predictive
model. One facility in Taiwan that
works with expensive, exotic alloys
was chosen to test Mechalogix. They
were able to increase blade usage by
122 percent, which Finklea admits is a
“ridiculous” number, due mostly to the
facility’s decision to change blades so
frequently before using Mechalogix.

However, putting trust in the
predictive tools in Mechalogix, they
went from cutting 5,000 in. of material
per blade to 12,000 in.
Mechalogix can be monitored
through a smartphone application
that works on Android devices and on
iPhones. Finklea says if a manager of a
production facility notices a bottleneck
in the operation, they simply pull out
their phone, open the app and see
exactly what the machines are doing
(or not doing), and address the
issue immediately.
“This is really starting to be a big deal,”
Finklea says. “Industry 4.0 is really
going to start coming in pretty hard.
There are more and more European
companies getting a footprint
here. And again, there are more
organizations now that require big
data to help justify their existence, help
them determine how they’re doing
something right and how they’re
doing it wrong.”

COSEN SAWS
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BYPASSING BANDS

A new vertical saw emerges to overcome
the challenges of cutting bundled material
by Jimmy Myers, senior editor

M

arvel Mfg. Co. Inc. has
always been on the
forefront of sawing
technology, producing
the first vertical tilt-frame saw in 1917.
The company has gone vertical again,
this time at the request of customers
that have for too long put up with
the snags that occur due to the metal
banding that holds bundled material,
stacked together wide and tall.

Marvel’s 600APC3.1 allows
long lengths
of banded
material to be
cut without
removing the
metal banding.

Ross Hartwig, national sales manager
for Marvel, says the Marvel Series
600A-PC3.1, which was featured at
last year’s Fabtech and went into beta
testing in May, is an automatic vertical
saw that helps reduce waste. This nonmitering bundle-cutting saw has an
easy load guide and built-in material
library and it comes with a servodriven bar feeder. The Programmable
Control 3.1 (PC3.1) is a productivity
reporting solution that is newly
upgraded with features that offer
insights into production.

develop from the ground up. The
target audience for the 600A is large
manufacturing and steel service
centers that cut bundled material.
Toddish says the goal of the project
was to reduce the cycle time between
cuts and leave less waste on the backside.
One way to reach that goal was to
address the metal banding that holds
bundled material together, such
as long lengths of square or round
tubing, which becomes caught on
just about anything on or near a
sawing table.
“That metal banding can create
problems,” Toddish says, “because it
gets hooked on equipment such as
the work table, the vices themselves,
the plates – anything that can catch
typically does.”

ADDRESSING AN ISSUE

Marvel sought to develop a saw
that would hold everything together
while maneuvering the bundle to the
cutting position with less shifting in
the bundle.

Garry Toddish, a sawing expert at
Marvel who served on the steering
group for the 600A that began
in October 2014, has watched it

The way most large manufacturing
and steel service centers cut bundled
material today is to feed the material
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onto the work table, clamp it with vicelike jaws, cut loose the metal bands
holding the material together, move
the material into position, make the
cut and then re-band the material. It’s a
time-consuming process. Furthermore,
there is a great deal of shifting of the
material before it hits the blade, which
causes inefficient cutting and a lot of
unnecessary waste.
Marvel’s unique idea was to allow the
banding to remain and go through
the machine.
That put the wheels in motion, and the
decision was made to “open everything
up and drop the table down so the
banding doesn’t get hooked on
anything,” Toddish says. Therefore, the
team at Marvel developed a concept
that would retract the machine vices,
overhead clamps and table supports
to the point where the banding would
have nothing to catch on or get
hooked on.

THE BANDS PLAY ON
The Marvel team wanted to design a
saw that could take a 40-ft. bundle of

material and make clean cuts at the
front end and back end of the material.
“Certainly,” he explains, “we can cut at
the front end of the bundle, but how
do you get to the back end without
having to use extraordinary effort to
swing the bundle around and trim the
tail end?”
This is another reason to leave the
metal banding in place – it holds
everything together, allowing for
easier movement.
Another issue that arises when with
working with bundled material in the
traditional method is that once the
banding is removed and the material
is in the grips of the vice, there is still
a lot of jostling occurring during the
process of moving it to the cutting
area. The sheer weight of the material
and the oil that comes in contact with
it cause slippage, resulting in less
accurate cuts.
“Not only do we have vices that hold
the material side to side,” Toddish says,
further explaining Marvel’s concept,
“but we also have top clamps to pull
from the top down, again to help keep
that bundle secure.”

IN CONTROL
Despite Marvel’s success at preventing
slippage by leaving the metal banding
on, they also recognized the need for
more precise cuts to get closer to the
unattainable goal to “reduce remnants
to zero.” They accomplished this by
making improvements in the PC3,
which is now PC3.1.
The upgraded software makes
automated adjustments for any
slippage that may have occurred
before the material was put in cutting
position. This means it tells the bar
feeder how far it needs to travel to
provide more precise length of cuts.
The enhanced PC3 control – hence the
.1 addition – allows Marvel to integrate
production metrics into the saw, giving
insights into productivity per operator,
per shift and per blade. Furthermore,
the technology in the 600A tallies the
number of square inches of material
per cut and total number of
pieces processed.
“Cut time utilization,” Toddish says
refering to the technology. “A number
of different metrics are built into the
control that can be extracted for

The 600A uses a 2-in. blade,
manufactured under Marvel’s
Eagle Beak brand. The 20-ft.-long
blade is typically an industrystandard bi-metal (M42).
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MetalMizer MV2018

The Affordable & Versatile Vertical
Bandsaw that Stands Out

Marvel has
designed
and built
metalcutting
saws for more
than 100 years.
Operating under
the belief that
“a saw is only as
good as its blade,”
the company
continues to
improve on its
Eagle Beak
blade brand.

• Convenient overhead
controls
• 45° tilting saw head
• 18" x 20" cutting
capacity
• Made in the U.S.A.

This is another
reason to
leave the metal
banding in
place – it holds
everything
together,

Limited
Quantity!
Available for
Immediate
Shipment

800.522.5097

metalmizer.com

© 2016 MetalMizer

allowing
for easier
movement.

analysis by the customer to see which
blades are working best, which shift is
most productive and if there are any
problems from point to point, material
to material.”

the blade,” he notes. “It just makes it
easier to line things up. If there is a
marked line that the operator is trying
to cut, it’s easier to see it as opposed to
working underneath the blade.”

Toddish notes exceedingly few
companies are producing a vertical
saw such as the 600A. He says the
biggest advantage to going vertical
with the blade configuration is that it’s
easier to lower into cutting position.

Clearly, the process of cutting bundled
material has been improved through
the launch of the 600A and its new
control. For service centers and large
manufacturers, they can rest assured
that they won’t be hitting any snags
going forward.

“You’re doing all the work in the front
of the blade as opposed to underneath

MARVEL MFG. CO INC.

Also depend on the METALFLEX blade to meet
your high-quality metal sawing needs.
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LANDMARK

DONATION

The donation
of a bandsaw
helps San
Francisco
volunteers
restore and
showcase
a WW2
submarine

by Joanna Wilcox, marketing manager, Hydmech

T

he USS Pampanito, a U.S.
Navy submarine that made six
patrols in the Pacific during
World War 2, is truly a national
treasure. During its patrols from 1944
to 1945, it sank six Imperial Japanese
ships and damaged four others. Its
successful missions – conducted far
below the surface of the ocean –
propelled it to later serve as a Naval
Reserve training ship from 1960 to
1971 as well as play a role in the
movie Down Periscope in 1995.

The restoration of the USS Pampanito, a
311-ft.-long submarine, requires a lot of
manpower, and it also requires specialized
metal fabricating equipment.

Today, the ship resides at San
Francisco’s Fisherman’s Wharf.
Following its years of service in various
roles, the ship was designated a
National Historic Landmark. But it was
also in need of restoration

Association who are helping to bring
the submarine back to pristine WW2era fighting condition.

FILLING A NEED
When restoring a treasured national
historic landmark, cutting corners is
never the goal. The absolute best tools
for the job are required – alongside a
dedicated crew to make it happen.
The Pampanito restoration crew is
made up of volunteers from the San
Francisco Maritime National Park

The USS Pampanito’s 30-year
restoration job required the work
of a multitude of volunteers and
various local machine shops.

The restoration of a more than 300-ft.long vessel requires a lot of manpower
as well as specialized metal fabricating
equipment. Thanks to the donation
of a crucial piece of equipment from
Hydmech, a metal bandsaw and cold
saw producer, the intrepid machine
shop crew has the tools to bring
history to life. That piece of equipment
is the VCS-20VSD bandsaw, a manual
vertical-column contour bandsaw with
a variable-speed drive. The bandsaw

features a 20-in. throat, a 13-in. work
height and a 2-hp motor. It utilizes
blades from 1/16 to 1 in. and can cut
a range of materials, from steel and
aluminum to wood and plastic.
Just days after delivery, the machinists
were operating the bandsaw to
make specialty items to reproduce
parts that would have been used on
the historic warship.

SHOP HELP
Over the course of the 30-year
restoration job, the volunteers often
faced challenges in borrowing time
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“[Hydmech] recognized our mission,
saw the importance of what we
were doing and went for it.”
Richard Pekelney, volunteer on the
USS Pampanito restoration crew
Hydmech
donated a
VCS-20VSD, a
manual verticalcolumn contour
bandsaw, to
help volunteers
restore the USS
Pampanito back
to pristine WW2era condition.
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“I got help from the first person who
answered the phone, and they helped
me find the exact person I needed
to ask – and it wasn’t a protracted
process,” he says. “They recognized our
mission, saw the importance of what
we were doing and went for it in just a
couple of days.”

SAWING
IS OUR
BUSINESS
Let Us Help
You With
Yours!

LASTING LEGACY

SEE US AT...

BOOTH C24047

Scotchman Industries oﬀers a complete line of Metal Fabricating Solutions • Call Toll Free 1-800-843-8844 or Call Direct 605-859-2542 • Website www.scotchman.com • Email info@scotchman.com

,
AMERICAS LARGEST & MOST DEPENDABLE MANUFACTURER OF FERROUS & NON-FERROUS CIRCULAR COLD SAWS.

from local machine shops, which
was a time-consuming process.
The Pampanito crew realized they
needed a dedicated, in-house
machine shop and set about
acquiring the equipment needed
to fill it.
“The saw was the critical piece to
it,” says Richard Pekelney, who has
volunteered since 1991 as part

of the restoration crew working in
the machine shop. “But we quickly
realized that the used saws locally
available were really beaten to death
because people just don’t give up a
good-quality saw.”
Not knowing anyone at Hydmech,
Pekelney was pleasantly surprised
at how quickly the donation
came together.

The submarine receives about 4,000
students a day, and 100,000 visitors
flock to the site annually for a totally
immersive educational experience.
The restoration project has passionate
people to get the vessel into shipshape condition.
The national landmark attracts those
who want to honor the people who
served their country in a time of war,
but also to have the unique experience
of being on a real submarine. Tours
through the restored USS Pampanito
do just that.
“Everything is real,” Pekelney says.
“Hydraulics, electronics, everything
is very physical and very real.
That inspires kids to ask how this
technology works and why.”

Pekelney couldn’t be prouder of the
achievements that the restoration
crew have made in bringing the
USS Pampanito back to its original
condition. And he also couldn’t
be more grateful to the team at
Hydmech, which in addition to
providing for the maritime industry,
also serves the aerospace and
automotive industries, steel
service centers, metal fabrication
shops and more.
“We really appreciate the incredible
generosity of Hydmech,” Pekelney
says. “It was a substantial donation
and we’re happy that Hydmech, a
producer of best-in-class saws, was
the one donating it. We got a saw
that’s going to last and last. It’s critical
for us.”

HYDMECH
SAN FRANCISCO MARITIME
NATIONAL PARK ASSOCIATION
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
BEHRINGER EXPANDS SERIES,
NAMES SALES MANAGER
Behringer Saws Inc. expanded its HBE Dynamic Series with the new
HBE-663A, a high-production hydraulic automatic horizontal bandsaw that
provides cutting on all materials, including
structural steels and high-tensile-strength solids.
The saw is suitable for a range of applications
from production cutting steel service centers
to metalworking job shops. The company also
announced Ken Bartelli as western regional sales
manager. Bartelli will be responsible for the sale
of bandsaws, circular cold saws and material
handling equipment in 11 western U.S. states. He
has more than 30 years’ experience.

DOALL INTRODUCES
NEW BANDSAWS
DoAll Sawing Products recently
released new bandsaw models,
including its Hercules automatic, dualcolumn CNC metalcutting bandsaws
primarily for vertical cuts and for
cutting solids, tubes and profile
material up to 28 in. in diameter. The
release also includes the company’s
StructurAll dual-column, dual-swivel
bandsaws for perpendicular- or
miter-cutting large steel profiles up
to 20 in. in diameter. DoAll’s Olympia
dual-column, specialty tube and pipe
bandsaws are primarily for vertical
cuts and for cutting profiles for tube
and pipe up to 55 in. in diameter. The
new StructurAll dual-swivel bandsaws
are for cutting structural profiles up to
15 in. in diameter.
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SIMONDS’ STEEL
GRATING BLADE
Simonds Saw introduces the Bitec Plus, a bandsaw blade
that provides low vibration and high-efficiency cutting
of steel grating applications. Manufactured by Simonds’
partner WESPA in Germany, it features a wide band in
widths from 1.25 in. to 2.0 in., which provides maximum
beam strength for higher blade tension and cutting
rates, making it less susceptible to damage. The blade
offers a fine tooth pitch of 5 to 8 teeth per in., which is
good for grating applications and delivering increased
productivity, quieter cutting and longer blade life.

TIGERSTOP OFFERS
AUTOMATION SOLUTION
TigerStop LLC’s TigerTouch v1.2 touchscreen material automation solution has
expanded printing capabilities, which include any printer with a Windows driver.
Possible printer configurations now include laser engravers and pin marking
machines. Machining equipment that performs cutoff, punching, boring, or pack
and panel processing can be paired with a TigerStop positioning system and the
TigerTouch v1.2. TigerTouch operates with a touch-screen tablet interface and
provides a real-time visual representation of the actual material process.
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BLM SAW AT IMTS
BLM Group USA will showcase its CM602 automatic sawing machine
at IMTS. The saw is for cutting short and medium-length steel, copper,
brass and aluminum tubes; solid bars; and profiles. The cutting head is
positioned at 45° to the tube surface and its linear movement across
the tube provides a uniform load on the blade. The saw can handle
tube and bar up to 4 in. in diameter, depending on material, and runs
at up to a 5,000-rpm cutting speed.

LENOX HAS BLADE GUIDE
The Lenox technical service team offers its “Understanding the Cut: Factors
That Affect The Cost of Cutting, Ensure Optimal Performance” blade-life
performance guide. Aimed toward beginners so they can understand the
basics, the guide can assist individuals in understanding the factors that
affect bandsawing efficiency, including tooth design, band speed, feed rates,
vise loading, lubrication, the capacity and condition of the machine, and
the material being cut. This information can help users extend blade life and
directly impact cost per cut.

METALMIZER UPDATES BANDSAW
MetalMizer’s redesigned MV2018 metalcutting bandsaw offers 18-in.-by-20-in.
cutting capacity and up to 175 lbs. of cutting pressure, along with an adjustable
counterbalanced tilting head for 45-degree cuts in either direction without
having to swing or move cutting material. Machine controls are located above
the working surface on the face of the cutting head, making them accessible
and safe from damage by workpieces, cutting fluids and debris. The overhead
controls allow one-button activation of the blade, coolant and feed mechanism
or the flexibility to control each function individually.
To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Abbe Miller at amiller@techgenmedia.com
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CLEAN SLATE
|| by David Bishop, business development manager, Wila USA ||

New solutions help solve
the age-old challenge of
eliminating die marks on
metal materials when
using a press brake

B

ending pre-painted
sheet metal parts or
parts that are made of
aluminum, stainless
steel, brass, copper
and other materials that are not
going to be painted is likely to
cause die marks. And the odds are
good that customers will not accept
them. Die marking is an age-old
problem that historically had fairly
limited solutions, and even those
often compromised press brake
productivity.

Early solutions
An early solution to alleviate this
problem was to use die holders made
from steel or aluminum that utilized
a polyurethane pad, which served as
the die. This method normally worked
well – and still does – in eliminating
die marks, but it comes with several
inherent problems. They include the

deterioration of the polyurethane
pad during use, which creates the
need for frequent angle adjustments.
In addition, the pad tends to collect
grit or debris that might find its way
onto the sheet metal. As the residue
becomes embedded in the pad, it
causes die marking.
Also, because of the resistance that
is caused by pushing the material
into the polyurethane pad, the
tonnage requirements to form the
part increase significantly and reach
very high tonnage levels. This is true
when bending parts with tooling that
presents a large surface area, such
as large radius punches. And finally,
polyurethane pads are expensive to
use, especially when bending long
parts as they have a fairly short life.
Another frequently used solution
is polyurethane sheeting, which
is typically sold in rolls of varying
widths and thicknesses, in 100ft. lengths, and in some cases by
the foot. This product is normally
attached to the ends of the die via
C-clamps. When longer lengths are

Die marking is an age-old problem that
historically had fairly limited solutions,
and even those often compromised
press-brake productivity.

The part on the left was
formed with a standard
die and a No-Mar Cloth,
while the part on the
right was formed with
a standard die and no
polyurethane sheeting or
No-Mar Cloth.
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used, the center is normally secured
to the die via duct tape, masking tape
or similar adhesive tapes.

parts, this process can be taxing on
press brake productivity.

Polyurethane sheeting works well
in preventing die marks, especially
when used with a die that has large
shoulder radii. However, the thickness
of the sheeting reduces the width
of the V-opening on the die and in
doing so, can create the need to alter
the blank size.

As an alternative solution, many
press brake tooling manufacturers
have added dies to their product
lines that feature large shoulder radii
on the V-openings. This eliminates
the initial and, often, the most
damaging stage of die marking –
the gouging that occurs when dies
with small shoulder radii on the
V-openings penetrate the material
during bending. As the material is
pushed deeper into a V-opening,
the V-opening with small shoulder
radii penetrates and pushes through
the material and leaves unsightly
grooves or impressions in the
material along with aggressive marks
caused when the material is dragged
over the sharp shoulder radii.

As it is draped over the die and
clamped in place, the polyurethane
sheeting must also be stretched to
the bottom of the stroke with each
bend, which increases the tonnage
that is required to form the part. The
combination of the material passing
over the sheeting during bending
and the stretching that the sheeting
undergoes with each bend causes
it to quickly wear. This creates the
need for the press brake operator to
frequently unclamp the sheeting and
move the roll forward the length of
the die to present a fresh section of
sheeting over the shoulder radii of
the die. While producing favorable

Potential reductions

On dies with larger shoulder radii,
normally 1.5 times the material
thickness or greater, the shoulder
radii do not penetrate the material.
This makes it possible for the
material to glide over the shoulder

A part being bent with an acute
angle punch and an acute angle
die that has been specially coated
with zinc coating for maximum
wear resistance and minimal die
marking when bending parts made
of galvanized steel, zinc plated steel
and other highly abrasive coated
materials, such as Galvanneal.

Shown here is an acute
angle single V die with
a 1.575-in. (40-mm)
V-opening. Note the large
0.315-in. (8.0-mm) radius
on the shoulders to reduce
die marking.
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radii and eliminate the worst of the
die marking. This places a premium
on the need for dies with precision
ground shoulder radii that are
hardened and have very fine
surface finishes.
While material gouging is eliminated
by the larger shoulder radii, that isn’t
the only area of concern. A second
stage of die marking is likely to occur.
The material can be marred by metalto-metal contact that occurs as the
material slides over the shoulder radii
on the die. The only way to eliminate
the die marking that is created during
this stage of bending is to place
a protective barrier between the
material and the die.

A better solution
A recent development in the fight
against die marking is the use of a
densely woven nylon cloth frequently
referred to as “No-Mar Cloth.” Unlike
polyurethane sheeting, the No-Mar
Cloth is much harder and, therefore,
far more durable, providing a usable
life cycle as much as ten times longer

A No-Mar Cloth held
in place by a magnetic
clamping system.
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the middle when bending long
parts. It can also be held in place by
a clamping system that was recently
developed that uses straps with
clamps on the ends to grasp the
No-Mar Cloth and simple magnets
to attach it to the die holder or the
bed of the machine. This reduces the
amount of time required to open
and close C-clamps and to apply and
remove tape from the middle of the
cloth.

Consequently, No-Mar Cloth has
only a minimal effect on blank size.

than polyurethane sheeting. Being
of a harder and denser material, it
does not need to be stretched to
the bottom of the stroke with
every bend.
This increases its life, reduces the
number of times that it must be
moved and eliminates the negative
effect that polyurethane sheeting
has on tonnage requirements. Like
polyurethane sheeting, its life is
greatly enhanced when using dies
with large shoulder radii.

For sheet metal fabricators that make
parts made from galvanized steel,
zinc plated steel and other highly
abrasive coated materials such as
Galvanneal, technology has finally
caught up. A new zinc coating is now
available that provides a very fine
surface finish that is exceptionally
durable and results in reduced die
marking and greatly increased die life.

No-Mar Clothis also much thinner
than polyurethane sheeting being
approximately 0.008 in. (0.2 mm)
thick. Consequently, it has only
a minimal effect on blank size. In
most cases, the effect is so minimal
that the sheet size will not need to
be altered.
Like polyurethane sheeting, the
No-Mar Cloth is draped over the
die and can be held in place by
C-clamps on the ends of the die
with tape being used to secure

Shown here is a 3.937-in.- (100mm) tall acute angle die with a
large radius on the shoulders to
reduce die marking.

With these new solutions to an ageold problem, users can expect fewer
marred sheet metal parts and fewer
rejected jobs.
WILA USA
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MODERN
METROLOGY
|| by Joel Martin, Hexagon Mfg. Intelligence, and
Belinda Jones, HiTech Marketing LLC ||

Transformational measurement and
inspection for the fabrication shop
floor and beyond

For a reasonable amount of money, metrology
can be moved out onto the shop floor.

T

en years ago in the
sheet metal world, a
precision shop conducted
quality control (QC)
with feeler gauges, micrometers,
slide calipers, checking fixtures
and, possibly, a few coordinate
measuring machines (CMMs).
Portable metrology solutions like
articulating arms, laser trackers
and scanners were making
their debut in many Tier 1 and
Tier 2 manufacturing facilities.
But the sophisticated software
and user interfaces required
trained metrologists to perform
dimensional control and inspection

bodies, aircraft, consumer products,
electronic enclosures and other
fabrication applications. Today,
the worker who used feeler
gauges to verify a part a decade
ago is using portable metrology
technologies without hesitation
along with mechanics, technicians,
tool builders and others who are not
professional metrologists.

Transition or bust
At minimum, most fabrication
shops have QC processes in place
with fixture-based controls where
stationary or portable CMMs
are absent. There is an upfront
investment to build the fixture, but
the inspection process is quite simple.
The QC process involves pulling a
part and placing it into a fixture. The

work. Smaller fabrication shops were
reluctant to embrace technology
that required a specialized workforce
in high demand and short supply.
Their tried and true measurement
techniques were maintaining an
acceptable level of part and product
quality, so why change?
Metrology and those in the field who
provide the software and hardware
solutions have made significant
progress in the past decade. A laser
focus on usability and software
customization has paid off in a big
way to mainstream the use of high
precision measurement for car

Hexagon’s Blaze 600M portable blue light measurement system is a non-contact optical
3-D scanning solution for rapid data acquisition on the fabrication shop floor.
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technician applies feeler gauges to
the fixture to verify the part is good.
A shim pack may be used to figure
out the flush and gaps for the
production part.
The downside of the process is its
manual nature. The technician writes
down a 2-mm shim in check point 32
on a piece of paper. The process could
even be as basic as verifying the
as-built part to a 2-D template with
nothing but a visual inspection. The
fab shop working in this way cannot
provide any level of traceability for
the customer, and there is a large
potential for human error. In addition,
if a Tier 1 manufacturer sends model
change information to the shop, the
fixture has be changed, which is an
expensive proposition.
The move from a hard gauging
concept to metrology-based
methods results in an automated
or semi-automated inspection
process that details and archives
digital, as opposed to hand written,
information. This system provides
traceability that is an accredited
standard in the industry, and now an

inspection report can be generated
on the fly for better customer service.
This transition from the manual
archival world to the digital thread
age introduces many advantages
when defending the quality or state
of fabricated parts.

CAD and metrology
The intersection between
fabrication and metrology is a CAD
model created in-house at a fab shop
or supplied by a customer. This 3-D
design is the starting point to ensure
that parts are accurate, fit properly
into a working assembly and align
with other critical components and
features. Specialized software has
been developed for sheet metal
design, simulation and feasibility as
well as costing solutions. Fabricators
must utilize a range of metals and
materials at different price points –
composites, carbon steels, stainless
steels, aluminum, brass and copper.
Before any material is cut or formed,
the 3-D model is scrutinized
for scale and manufacturability
leading to more efficiencies gained
in the process.

The 360° Smart Inline Measurement Solution from Hexagon is utilized for
automated inline, near-line and offline inspection of an automotive body
in white. The system uses robust white light measuring sensors with a large
field of view and industrial robots as the positioning platform.
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The CAD model lies at the
heart of the “digital thread” that
weaves together computer-aided
engineering and computer-aided
manufacturing technologies and
metrology solutions. A 3-D model
provides the basis for CAD-based
inspection software operations. 3-D
point data or scanned point clouds
are acquired from the manufactured
part associated with the digital model
using a metrology device such as a
portable arm and integrated scanner.
Once the data is aligned to the CAD
model using key reference points,
the scan set and actual part are
compared in the inspection program
to verify if the part passes or fails.

Making the move
As a fabrication shop grows in
size to produce multiple models
of automotive parts or electronic
enclosures and serves several
customers with CAD-based product
development, the advantage of
implementing metrology solutions
becomes apparent. Producing one
part for a single customer using a
checking fixture for quality assurance

is workable and easy. But larger shops
can have QC rooms filled with costly
fixtures if there is no awareness of
better methods. Fixtures also require
recertification and are incredibly
expensive to build and replace when
there is a model change, or if the
fixture goes bad or is damaged by a
rogue forklift.
Three compelling factors will
impact the industry’s move toward
metrology-based measurement,
starting with today’s aging workforce
in manufacturing. Fab shops will
inevitably have to increase training,
as veteran employees retire in
the coming decade. Will legacy
operations move the company
forward and attract new talent that
cut their teeth on CAD and digital
manufacturing?
As parts get bigger and processes
more complex, process flow becomes
more of a concern for fabricators –
how long does it take from part build
to part verification to shipping it
out the door? Will manual practices
and legacy operations deliver

Forming Technologies Inc., a
Hexagon company, develops
software solutions used for the
design, feasibility and costing
of sheet metal components
used in the automotive,
aerospace, electronics and
appliance industries.
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the efficiencies needed to remain
competitive?
Lastly, traceability is an undeniable
issue, as OEMs are implementing
traceability programs to meet
regulatory mandates and remain
viable in a global market. A manual
QC process cannot effectively serve
the needs of today’s fabrication shop,
when customers are requiring more
visibility in the supply chain and want
on-demand data to support process
improvement and drive down costs.

First metrology steps
Many small to mid-size fab shops
have implemented CMMs as an
end-of-line inspection process. The
gauging process is used for daily
work, and when there is a problem,
the CMM is used to troubleshoot the
part. The advantages of stationary
CMMs are particularly apparent when
inspecting automotive parts or other
high-volume parts in the aerospace,
ship, defense, appliance, machinery
and railway industries. Their open
structure permits direct access to
the workpiece and makes for easy
loading and unloading.

However, the CMM can become a
bottleneck during heavy production
cycles causing throughput issues.
This is where a portable articulating
arm starts to make dollars and sense.
For a reasonable amount of money,
metrology can be moved out onto
the shop floor. The instrument does
not change the gauging concept,
but the gauge is replaced with a
fast, flexible and precise
measurement solution that can
provide single point measurement
and scanning capabilities.

Portable metrology change
The transition to the digital world has
been paved with dramatic changes
in technology, software and user
interfaces, resulting in workable
solutions for shop floor workers. In
the beginning, fabrication shops
may have perceived the value of
portable CMMs, but did not have the
talent to leverage the technology.
Today, instead of using a 2-D print
to perform a feeler gauge check,
the technician can utilize a portable
articulating arm with laser scanning
capabilities for 3-D surface inspection

The combination of
Hexagon’s Leica T-Scan
5 and Leica Absolute
Tracker AT960 can ensure
hundreds of millions
of accurate points on
fabricated surfaces.
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of a sheet metal part. Powerful,
intuitive inspection routines can
be customized to capture, align
and analyze scanned data, then
generate a 3-D color map with
various degrees of point deviation
on the computer screen. The shop
floor worker can visualize and verify
the results for themselves during
the QC process, and make a fail or
pass decision.
The arm’s integrated scanner
acquires thousands of points per
second for detailed inspection of
geometric and surface features. The
portable CMM setup also allows
for point data capture with contact
probes when needed. The arm
comes in various measurement
volumes up to 15 ft. for different
part sizes and typically sits on a
solid granite plate atop a rolling
cart that can be transported
all over the factory. Integrated
wireless communication used in
touch probing mode adds another
element of free movement. The
mobile system is also practical
when larger parts on the shop

floor need to be inspected or reverse
engineered.
While sheet metal tolerances vary,
the inspection system provides
accuracies of 0.002 in. to 0.004
in., well in range of most target
accuracies. The accuracy specification
of a laser scanner is 50 microns. The
accuracy of an articulated arm with
probe weighs in at 25 microns, with
the entire solution spec accumulating
at approximately 75 microns.

The technician is using a
Romer Absolute Arm from
Hexagon to inspect a
railway part in a shop
environment. The portable
articulating arm offers
scanning and point
probing for a multitude
of applications.

Script-driven processes
Working with a knowledgeable
technology provider or an in-house
programmer, metrology software
programs allow script customization
to provide step-by-step, easy-toexecute inspection routines for shop
floor workers. This development
presents some compelling choices for
fabrication shops. Is the shop going
to build a $100,000 checking fixture
that it uses once and throws away
with a model line change? Or does it
spend two days of programming to
build a part program script that does
the exact same thing?

The operative word in this scenario is
“change” when moving from gauging
to part programming for inspection.
When a customer has a model year
change or a design change or a
vendor change, the fab shop spends a
few hours upgrading a software script
to follow along with the workflow, as
opposed to throwing away a pricey
tool and starting over. When a shop
goes from working on a left door to
a right door, or moves from Ford to

GM, or receives a mid-cycle update,
the digital inspection process is
updated instead of eliminating the
fixture. The return on investment is
mind bending, and the metrology
equipment will be viable for
many years.

Game changers
Small fabrication shops will clearly
make productivity gains as they
move from hard gauging to use of
September 2016
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metrology in the realm of portable
arms and CMMs. With ultra-fast,
flexible scanning systems arriving on
the scene, fabrication shops will make
another leap to point cloud-based
systems with streamlined operations
for inspection, measurement,
manufacturing and reverse engineering.
The big picture for Tier 1and Tier 2
manufacturers is the use of inline
metrology, so producers get away
from inspecting cars and building the
product correctly the first time. The
integrated process will reduce cycle
times and also generate 100 percent
of the data for every car built before
it rolls off the line. In the auto world,
inspection is looked at as “cost.” The
new value strategy lies in removing
metrology from an end-of-line
process and integrating it upstream
to modify the production process so
a manufacturer does not have to
scrap parts.
Advanced manufacturers are
realizing metrology data feedback
is valuable throughout production,
so manufacturers can modify

the process, and not spend time
verifying parts. The technology used
to enable these concepts – robots,
laser trackers, sensors, software and
hardware – is all available today.
At the OEM level, manufacturers
are putting metrology processes
right next to part production on the
shop floor. Automated cell systems
combining metrology and robotics
can take a part, load it into a scan cell,
hit go and have a report at the end of
the cycle.
Integrators are working closely with
manufacturers to advance their
operations with an eye on smart
factory trends that are reshaping
the way things are built around
the world.
With data-driven manufacturing
trending high these days, fabricators
may find themselves giving
metrology technologies a serious
second look. Syncing automation and
data exchange during production is
closing the manufacturing feedback
loop and putting Industry 4.0
concepts to work. Front and center

Made to Handle Metal.
Plates, Pipes, Parts...
No Problems!

We help you make
things faster, safer... better.
Industrial Magnetics, Inc. fabricates
innovative and unique magnetic solutions
for industrial lifting, holding, fixturing
and moving applications as well as wide
variety of conveying products for ferrous
metal parts, lids, containers and more.

of all of this innovation is 3-D data –
data captured by metrology solutions
such as articulating arms, laser
trackers, scanners and more.
Globally competitive enterprises
are also on the hook to generate
more manufacturing efficiencies
by replacing legacy technologies
and processes with new ones.
Streamlining the design and
manufacturing of sheet metal
parts with a closed feedback loop

Industrial Magnetics, Inc.
Call: 888.582.0823 • Surf: www.magnetics.com
Scan: QR code with your smart device

will ultimately reduce product
development time and material
costs of sheet metal parts for those
producing ships, car bodies, aircraft,
consumer products and more.

HEXAGON MFG. INTELLIGENCE
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THE LOTUS
EFFECT
|| by Larry Adams, senior editor ||

Laser texturing technique
delivers a self-cleaning,
antibacterial surface on
sheet metal

U

tilizing short bursts from a
high-power laser, European
researchers created a
nanometric pattern on sheet
metal that mimics the surface of a lotus
leaf. The roughened surface can repel
fluids and create what has been called an
antimicrobial, self-cleaning sheet metal.
These metals are expected to find initial
uses in food production equipment and

home appliances, but, according to
project coordinator Luca Romoli, a
professor at the University of Parma
in Italy, they could eventually find a
myriad of uses ranging from medical
to industrial applications.
The technique was developed as
part of the High Throughput Laser
Texturing of Self-Cleaning and
Antibacterial Surfaces (TresClean)

project coordinated by the University
of Parma, with assistance from
scientists at universities in Italy,
France, Germany, Spain and the
United Kingdom.
TresClean researchers used highpower laser cutting devices to
create a specifically tailored, rough
micro-topography on sheet metal
that creates miniature pockets of air,
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minimizing the contact area between
the surface and a liquid.
“In the same way that lotus leaves
keep themselves clean, without
the need for cleaning products or
chemicals, the jagged, rough surface
of the metal enables water to stay
as spherical droplets by preventing
spreading,” Romoli says. “Bacteria do
not get a chance to stick because
the contact with the metal surface
and the liquid is reduced by more
than 80 percent. We are looking at an
antibacterial metal.”

The lotus effect
The lotus effect refers to self-cleaning
properties of the lotus leaf. The
leaf has high water repellence or
superhydrophobicity. Although the
plant traditionally grows in muddy
waters in Asia, the leaves always
appear clean as drops of water bead
up and roll off their surfaces taking
dirt with them.
Although the water repellency
of lotus leaves had long been
recognized, it wasn’t until 1971 that

A view from
a scanning
electron
microscope of
laser induced,
periodic surface
structures
generated
on AISI 316 L
stainless steel.
The effort is part
of the TresClean
team’s project
to develop
water-repellant,
antimicrobial
steel.

botanists Wilhelm Barthlott and
Christoph Neinhuis, at the University
of Bonn in Germany, examined the
leaves’ surfaces using a scanning
electron microscope and discovered
the presence of convex papillae,
or protuberance, on the surface
of leaves that are coated with wax
crystals measuring from about 10 nm
to 100 nm.
These systematically arranged, waterrepellent, nano-size wax crystals form
natural 3-D structures. Research has
gone into replicating these structures
for industrial uses, and there has
been some success in creating these
patterns in plastic.
But, this process is said to be the first
successful use in metal.

The metal process
According to Romoli, the metal
surface is textured using a highaverage power ultrashort pulsed
laser in combination with a highperformance scanning head. The unit
can move up to 200 m per sec. and
can texture an area of 500 sq. cm. in
less than 30 min.

The laser textured surfaces will
have morphology features with a
periodicity in the range of 1 micron
to 10 microns filled by what Romoli
describes as nano-ripples. Surface
structures down to the nanoscale can
be obtained by two different laser
processing techniques: direct laser
interference patterning and laser
induced periodic surface structuring.
According to Romoli, the creation
of these structures in a one-step
process works best by an athermal
rearrangement of atoms induced by

extremely intense electromagnetic
fields from ultrashort pulsed lasers
(pulse shorter than 1 ps).
“These features have been studied
extensively at a research level to
understand and control the creation,”
he adds. “However, due to its low
productivity, the process has never
been developed into an industrial
application.”
To date, demonstrations have
mainly been realized with lab grade,
femtosecond Ti:Sa lasers. TresClean
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Laser process aids

researchers are working to obtain
industrially relevant texturation
speeds that would require a transition
from sources with 1-kHz repetition
rate to higher order of magnitudes,
Romoli explains.

joining of composites, aluminum
Researchers at the U.S. Energy Department’s Oak Ridge
National Laboratory developed a method to bond carbon
fiber composites (CFCs) and aluminum for use in lightweight
automotive parts and other applications.

TresClean researchers are working to
upscale the laser texturing process
to industrial metal surfaces, which
can reach 500 cm2 to 1,000 cm2 and
means also combining the ultrashort
pulsed laser source with beam
delivery systems of new generations.
With a tailored designed scanning
head, Romoli says the goal is to reach
beam speeds up to hundreds of
a meter per second to cover large
industrial surfaces.

The laser-based technique replaces traditional methods
to join CFCs and aluminum. Previously, abrasives, grit
blasting or solvents were used to rid the materials’ surfaces
of any unwanted industrial or organic material that would
negatively affect adhesion. In the case of aluminum, it was to
rid the surface of oils; for CFCs, it was to remove mold
release material.
The laser method not only removes the contaminants, but
for the CFC layer, penetrates the top resin layer leaving it
exposed to directly bond to the adhesive. This increases the
surface area for a more robust adhesion than the traditional
bond, the researchers say.
According to testing on joints made with laser-structured
surfaces, the strength, maximum load and displacement at
maximum load were increased by 15 percent, 16 percent
and 100 percent, respectively, over conventionally prepared
baseline joints. Also, the laser-made joints absorbed
approximately 200 percent more energy than conventional
joints, researchers said.

Jian Chen (left)
and Adrian Sabau
(right), of the Oak
Ridge National
Laboratory, use a
laser to prep carbon
fiber composites
and aluminum
for bonding.

Research is ongoing in regard to
the various patterns that can be
created. Differences in the nanometric
topographies on the metal surfaces
alter a number of physical properties
and, therefore, can be used for a
specific surface function.
“Designing a dedicated roughness
with a laser requires us to know the

boundary conditions in which the
surface has to work: type of fluid,
dimensions of particles and bacteria,
temperature, chemicals, and so
on,” he says. “Starting from this
knowledge, the micro-roughness can
be obtained taking into account the
aspect ratio of depth and width of the
valleys and crests.”

Applications
The use of surface roughness as a
control parameter to govern the
wettability of a surface has found
limited industrial use. However, as
research continues, Romoli estimates
that the TresClean team could have
its products ready within two years.
One specific area of interest is to
create antibacterial metal surfaces
for use in the food production
industry, an advance that Romoli
says should increase productivity and
reduce costs in factories that process
biological food products.
“Vats in milk factories need to be
cleaned every 6 to 8 hours to avoid
the exponential growth of bacteria,”
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A water bead
rests on nanosize wax crystals
on the surface
of a lotus leaf.
Raindrops roll
across these
naturally
occurring,
3-D structures
removing dirt as
they travel.
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| INDUSTRY NEWS

Omax Releases Upgraded
Micromachining Waterjet
Omax Corp.
(800) 838-0343
www.omax.com
The MicroMAX Gen 2 abrasive waterjet for micromachining
has been redesigned with new features including the
Tilt-A-Jet cutting head that cuts with virtually no taper, the
company says.
The unit features the company’s proprietary linear traction
drive system that uses optical encoders to achieve a
positioning accuracy of less than 5 microns. Protective bellows
seal all precision components inside the MicroMAX, and the
machine’s rigid construction minimizes vibration. A catcher
tank cooling package is now an option available to keep the
water at a steady 72 degrees, preventing the work material
from expanding and contracting during machining.
The unit is now compatible with the Omax precision optical
locator (POL) as an add-on accessory. The POL can locate
existing points, edges or holes in a premachined part for
secondary machining operations or for reverse engineering
a part. The rotary axis feature is another optional accessory
compatible with the MicroMAX for full 6-axis machining.
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Bending with No
Deformed Holes
Mate Precision Tooling
(800) 328-4492
www.mate.com
Bend delicate and standard materials up to 40 degrees with
minimal to no marking using CleanBend forming technology
press brake tooling dies. Utilizing rotating supports within the
tooling, the press brake tooling enables precise bending for
high-quality sheet metal forming.
CleanBend is designed for a wide range of applications
including: bending short flanges; bending a flange to a
diagonal sharp or across existing holes; and bending delicate
and highly polished materials, including painted, coated and
plastic-covered materials.
It is available for press brakes configured with European
Precision, Wila, Trumpf and American-style tooling systems in a
full range of sizes from 0.315 in. to 1.181 in.
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Dual Workstation Multi-Axis
Laser System
Prima Power Laserdyne
(763) 433-3700
www.primapower.com
The Dual Workstation Laserdyne 606D multi-axis laser processing
system features two completely independent work stations in a
single unitized structure.
The unit consists of two 6-axis motion systems, an integral Class
1 enclosure with dual automated doors, two S94P laser process
controls for motion and laser coordination, and two fiber lasers. The
two lasers can be of the same or different type and average power
depending upon the applications for the system.
The two work stations feature an X/Y/Z speed of 2000 ipm (50 m/
min), 2 g acceleration and bi-directional accuracy of 0.0008 in. High
throughput is enabled through linear motors for the X and Y axes.
Graphite fiber composite structures for the linear axes contribute to
the system’s high dynamic accuracy, the company says, adding that
both work stations can be operated by a single person.
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Discs Yield Excellent
Finishing Results
Pferd Inc.
(800) 342-9015
www.pferdusa.com
The Polifan-Curve flap discs are based on a proprietary
design that allows users to go from rough grinding to smooth
finishing in a single step. The discs are designed especially for
fillet weld applications and allow weld seams and slag to be
removed, leaving a finish smooth enough for identification
of cracks, inclusions and porosity in the fillet during weld
inspections. The disc’s configuration gives it three usable
working surfaces as opposed to the single surface of a
conventional flap disc – the top face, bottom face and entire
radial edge – making this tool suitable for grinding fillet welds
as well as unusual curves.
Larger diameter discs provide deeper reach and have more
coated material for improved disc life, the company says. With
minimal loss of diameter as these discs wear, high productivity
is sustained through the life of the disc.
The discs are available in a variety of diameters (4 1/2, 5, 6 and
7 in.) and abrasives (zirconia, aluminum oxide and ceramic
oxide) and with a 7/8-in. arbor hole or quick-change 5/8- to 11in. hub.
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Combo Machines Utilize the Punch of
Laser Processing
Trumpf Inc.
(860) 255-6000
www.us.trumpf.com
The TruMatic 6000 fiber laser/punch combination machine
unites high-speed, solid-state laser processing with punching
and forming technology. The unit laser cuts, punches, forms
and engraves sheet metal up to 0.25 in. thick. The machine
is designed for scratch-free processing, and a laser output
control system ensures delicate curves and tight radii as it cuts.
The unit provides 20 tons of punching force delivered at 1,000
strokes per min. With the company’s TruDisk 3001 solid-state
laser, cutting speeds are increased, which is most evident in
galvanized mild steel and stainless steel. When cutting these
materials, processing speeds are up to six times greater than
with a CO2 laser of the same power. The fiber laser can also
process non-ferrous metals, such as copper and brass, in
addition to mild steel, stainless steel and aluminum. It can also
be configured to share its laser as part of a laser network to
support additional laser processing operations, such as laser
welding.
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Fastener Offers Holistic Approach
to Lightweighting
Stanley Engineered Fastening
www.stanleyengineeredfastening.com
Stanley Engineered Fastening expanded its line of holistic
lightweighting fastening solutions such as stud-welding systems
and plastic fasteners to include its next-generation self-pierce rivets
(SPRs) to the North American market.
The company provides solutions to lightweighting challenges,
including the assembly of aluminum body panels, which can’t
be joined by traditional welding techniques. According to the
company, demand for these rivets is on the rise in North America
as automakers increasingly adopt materials such as aluminum to
lighten the vehicle.
Whether joining aluminum, steel, plastics, composites or
combinations of materials, SPRs provide a watertight joint, the
company says. The rivets are installed with a servo-driven tool
enabling control of the rivet-setting process for repeatability. The
system provides process-monitoring capabilities to help ensure
quality.
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Pferd Hosts Students at
October Open House
Pferd Inc., a manufacturer of premium
quality brushes, abrasives, and power
tools, will host a Manufacturing Day
event on Oct. 7, 2016, from 9:00-11:30
a.m. at its Milwaukee facility.
Manufacturing Day is being held
to “inspire the next generation of
manufacturers.” The event is open to
students from middle school, high
school and technical schools and will
showcase its production capabilities in
its manufacturing plant, as well as other
operations, such as finance, research and
development, marketing and sales.

Hexagon AB Acquires
Apodius GmbH
Metrology specialists Hexagon AB has
acquired Apodius GmbH, a startup
specializing in measurement solutions
for fiber-composite components. Based
in Germany, Apodius was founded
in 2012 and serves OEMs as well as
suppliers in the automotive, aerospace,
electronics and appliances industries
with carbon fiber solutions.

BLM Group Host Tube
Innovation Week
BLM Group USA, a manufacturer of tube
processing equipment, hosted a weeklong event that brought customers
and suppliers together focusing on
the company’s latest technologies. The
event entitled, ‘Tube Innovation Week,’
was held June 6-10 at the company’s
Wixom, Mich., headquarters. The event
included live demonstrations and
technical presentations on several of
the company’s products including: the
LT Free, a 5-axis laser cutting system for
3-D parts; the LT8.10, a 3-D fiber laser
tube cutting system; the E-Turn, a tube
bending system for left or right hand
bending, single or multiple radii, with
simultaneous load/unload; and the LC5,
a fiber laser system that cuts both tube
and flat sheet in one machine.

Hobart Plant Moves to
Wisconsin
Miller Electric Mfg. Co. reported that its
Hobart Welding Products equipment
plant in Troy, Ohio, is being relocated
to Appleton, Wis. The Hobart Brothers’
Filler Metal business will continue
to operate in Troy as will the Hobart
Brothers’ headquarters.

Yaskawa Motoman
Receives Training
Reaccreditation Status

Welding Suppliers Upgrade
Web Functionality
Bernard and Tregaskiss have introduced
a new reverse part number lookup
function for its semi-automatic and
robotic MIG gun online configurators.
The online tools allow users to
customize a MIG gun by selecting
amperage, neck style and angle,
consumables and more. The new
reverse part number lookup function
provides users with the complete
replacement parts list for previously
configured MIG guns, based on the
existing part number. Reverse lookup
information is available for the Bernard
BTB Semi-Automatic MIG guns and
Clean Air Fume Extraction guns, along
with Tregaskiss Tough Gun CA3 and
TA3 Robotic MIG guns, and other
products. To utilize the function, visit
BernardWelds.com/ConfigureMyGun or
Tregakiss.com/ConfigureMyGun.

The Motoman Robotics Division of
Yaskawa America Inc., Dayton, Ohio,
a provider of robotic systems for arc
welding and other applications has
been awarded reaccreditation status
from the International Association for
Continuing Education and Training
(IACET). Yaskawa Academy offers more
than 75 courses and features a welding
lab and robots in the classrooms for
hands-on learning.

ABB Expands into Silicon
Valley Campus
ABB expanded into a new facility in
Silicon Valley and brought five ABB
businesses, including ABB Robotics,
ABB Wireless, ABB Enterprise Software
product group, ABB Power Conversion
and Los Gatos Research together under
one roof. The new 94,170-sq.-ft. office
and lab facility in San Jose, Calif., is
20,000 sq. ft. larger than the previous
cumulative locations and will ultimately
employ nearly 200 workers when at
full capacity.
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Wila USA Names VP of Sales and Marketing

Prima Power Expands Sales Staff

Wila USA, Hanover, Md., named Brian Sarno senior vice
president of sales and marketing. Sarno, who has more
than 23 years of experience, previously served as an
executive at World and Main, Interline and Grainger. He
has a bachelor’s degree in political science from East
Tennessee State University.

Fronius Names Head of Welding Division
Fronius Intl. GmbH named Harald Scherleitner as
the new head of its Perfect Welding Division. He
succeeds Wolfgang Lattner, who plans to retire in
2017. Scherleitner has been with the company since
1994 and has spent the last eight years as head of the
Perfect Charging Division. His successor at the Perfect
Charging Division is Patrick Gojer, who formerly served
as head of Fronius United Kingdom.

Pferd Names VP of Sales
Pferd Inc., a global abrasives manufacturer, appointed
Jon-Michael Raymond to the position of vice
president, sales. Raymond will be charged with
managing the company’s U.S. sales force responsible
for the welding, industrial and STAFDA channels. Prior
to joining Pferd, Raymond was manager, private brand
and retail, United States and Canada for Osborn Mfg.,
Richmond, Ind.

Prima Power Laserdyne has named Corey Hansen (right) as its regional
sales manager covering the Central United States, Canada and Mexico.
Prior to joining Laserdyne, he was sales manager for Emerson Electric
Co. In addition, Marcello Di Giandomenico (left) has joined Prima Power
Laserdyne in support of the company’s sales in Europe.

Schwamberger Joins Welding Cooperative
The Independent Welding Distributors Cooperative
has named Eric Schwamberger as its distribution
center operations manager. He will be responsible
for installing supply chain best practices to drive
efficiency and productivity gains in the IWDC’s
Indianapolis, and Reno, Nev., distribution centers.
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Techgen Media’s Turnkey Email Campaigns
Techgen Media Group Email Campaigns
offer a cost-effective way to expand your
message reach and engage with qualified
buyers. By having access to our more than
195,000 opted-in subscribers, you can
deliver professionally designed content
to decision makers in targeted industry
segments.
Leverage Email Campaigns to:
•

Keep readers up to date on your
products, processes and services.

•

Increase foot traffic at your industry
trade show booth. Be it Fabtech Canada,
Fabtech Las Vegas, Fabtech Mexico, Mfg
4, IMTS or Westec, reach a broad audience
of readers within a 500-mile range of the
trade show where you’ll be exhibiting.

For counts and selection
options
Alan Berg
e: aberg@techgenmedia.com
p:732.995.6072

More Information is Just a Click Away!

Techgen Media’s Information for
Fabricators is Bigger than Fabshop

Email rates
Base price:

$100/M

Minimum Order Quantity:

5,000

Fabricators have a triple-barreled resource they can reach through FAB
Shop Direct, or through our sister publications, Shop Floor Lasers and
Welding Productivity. Together, we cover fabricating topics from different
angles, each with a different focus, linked to give you more depth or a
different take on the topics you see in one of the three.
Follow the links below to see the latest coverage from our magazine group.
More information is just a click away, no matter where you start:

Select by Technical
Interest

How it works:

Bending/Folding:

45,234

•

Provide us with your targeted content,
including text, images and video.

Punching:

23,865

•

Choose the industry segments that best
fit your products and services.

Stamping:

20,185

Sawing:

31,727

•

Let us do the rest — from designing your
Email Campaign to implementing best
practices for delivery.

Shearing:

19,396

Plasma Cutting:

26,603

Waterjet:

4,241

Laser Cutting:

14,461

Laser Welding:

4,612

Welding:

109,773

How it works:
•
•

•

We provide you with open and click
through rates.
Recipients have already opted into
our mailing program and consider us
as a trusted source for manufacturing
information
An education-first approach enhances
the authoritative voice of your message
and establishes your company as a highly
valued and trusted resource.

CUSTOMIZE based on your selection criteria
DELIVER your message to
future customers
TRACK open and click-through rates

TIPS FOR TIG:
A marine repair shop gives advice

FIRST-TIME USERS:
How lasers changed the playing field

BIG BRIDGES:
Plasma system increases quality

LASER STIR WELDING:
Leveraging the wobble method

